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Summary 
Part of a wider highway scheme, the $30.4m NZ Te Matau ā Pohe bridge is a 265m-long crossing of 
the Lower Hatea River in Whangarei, New Zealand.  It is the first movable highway bridge to be 
built in New Zealand in more than 50 years and is a striking design, comprising innovative 
engineering and architectural forms. The structural form of the rolling bascule was developed into a 
contemporary interpretation of the fish hook form – Hei Matau – that is central to Maori culture 
and, in doing so, the engineering function is perfectly integrated with its architectural form. 
The structure comprises nine 25m spans and two 20m end spans, and the centre span is designed to 
be raised to allow vessels taller than 7.5m to pass the bridge.  The structural system comprises a 
series of cast insitu concrete V-piers whose geometry varies as the alignment rises and falls.  Placed 
on top of these are longitudinal fabricated steel beams with transverse beams forming a composite 
deck with pre-cast concrete units.  
The lifting span comprises two steel „J-beams‟ supporting a steel orthotropic highway deck and two 
cantilever footways with an aluminium decking system.  These „J-beams‟ roll along the line of the 

longitudinal supports as the bridge 
is raised with hydraulic actuators 
mounted below deck.  The 
distinctive counterweights reduce 
the energy required to raise the 
bridge.  
The lifting span and hydraulics 
were designed in 3D CAD.  The 
use of complex parametric solvers 
allowed for simultaneous 
manipulation of multiple variables 
not possible using conventional 
methods and resulted in cost and 
programme savings.   
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1. Background
Following a competitive ECI tender process early in 2011 which drew international interest, 
Whangarei District Council commissioned the Transfield Services / McConnell Dowell Joint 
Venture to design and build a new 1.2km road crossing the Lower Hatea River estuary in 
Whangarei, approximately 160 km north of Auckland, New Zealand.  Planned to connect 
Whangarei Airport and the eastern suburbs with the city‟s commercial and industrial areas along 

Fig. 1: The bridge at dusk 
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